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CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS TO THE 
STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM

• Climate Change impacts along the state highway system are driving 
the need for Vulnerability Assessments statewide

• Caltrans is legislatively mandated to consider climate change in 
every project 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
California is seeing increased climate change related impacts along the state highway system, due to Wildfire, Sea Level Rise and Cliff Retreat. These events will only become more severe and more often through the end of the centuryCaltrans is legislatively mandated to consider climate change (GHG reduction and Adaptation) through mandated such as:Assembly Bill (AB) 32Executive Order (EO) B–30-15EO N-19-19 AB 1482Senate Bill (SB) 1CalSTA has released a draft Climate Adaptation Plan for Transportation Infrastructure laying out how state, regional and local agencies should use existing funding sources to address climate adaptation



CLIMATE CHANGE PLANNING PRODUCTS: SYSTEM ASSESSMENT

PROJECTED CLIMATE CHANGE VULNERABILITY

 District Vulnerability Assessments – Completed 2019
 Identifies projected climate vulnerabilities on the SHS
 Sea Level Rise, Storm Surge, Cliff Retreat, Precipitation, Wildfire, 

and Higher Temperatures

 Statewide Vulnerability Assessment Summary – Completed 2021
 Summarizes identified projected climate vulnerabilities on the SHS

 District Climate Adaptation Priority Reports – Completed 2021
 Strategically prioritizes identifies vulnerabilities on the SHS for 

adaptation investment based on exposure and consequences.

 ArcGIS Online Mapping Tool
 Statewide climate vulnerability data available via ArcGIS Webmap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
District Vulnerability Assessments:Sea Level Rise, Storm Surge, Cliff Retreat, Precipitation, Wildfire, and Higher TemperaturesInforms project planning process by identifying facilities projected to be impacted by climate change.Statewide Vulnerability Assessment Summary: Informs planning process by cumulatively identifying statewide vulnerability/need.District Adaptation Priority Reports:Exposure: Extensiveness, severity, and timing of a hazard’s projected impact.Consequences: Condition of exposed asset and impact to the overall transportation network with the loss of that assetInforms Non-SHOPP project selection process by prioritizing the adaptation of facilities projected to be most impacted by climate changeArcGIS Online Mapping Tool:allows users to toggle stressors on and off to visualize impacts stressors may have on the SHS



1.75m of Sea Level Rise, District 4 2070-2099 Wildfire Risk, District 2

CLIMATE CHANGE PLANNING PRODUCTS: SYSTEM ASSESSMENT

REGIONAL CLIMATE CHANGE VULNERABILITY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wildfire Risk, District 2 (Left Map):Map is showing the wildfire risk in District 2. Based on RCP (Representative Concentration Pathway) 8.5. This is one of the more extreme models for climate projections. The Vulnerability Assessments found that almost all of District 2 will be at risk of wildfire by the end of the century. Map Legend:Blue = Moderate Wildfire risk Red = High Wildfire RiskDark Red = Very high Wildfire Risk Sea Level Rise Risk, District 4 (Right Map):Map is showing the Sea Level Rise Risk in District 4 (mainly in the SF Bay)Map is showing a Sea Level Rise increase of 1.75m (5.75 feet) The Vulnerability Assessments found that portions of the state highway system (SHS), mainly directly abutting the shoreline or where bridges cross the bay, are most susceptible. These areas are at the lowest elevations in the region.The Pacific coastline is less susceptible to Sea Level Rise because of the higher elevations. The SHS along the Pacific coast is more susceptible to Cliff Retreat and Slip-outs.
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Long Range System/Corridor Planning

Project Nomination

Project Initiation Document

State Highway System Management Plan (SHSMP)

Adaptation Priority Reports

Vulnerability Assessments

CLIMATE CHANGE PLANNING PRODUCTS: SYSTEM ASSESSMENT

NEXT STEPS: IMPLEMENTATION THROUGH INTEGRATION & ADVOCACY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Process Overview:Vulnerability Assessments identify the projected climate vulnerabilities.Adaptation Priority Reports prioritize the vulnerabilities for future adaptation investment opportunities.Climate vulnerability information used to establish sea-level rise need in the State Highway System Management Plan. Prioritized vulnerability data informs the development of corridor plans, which develop conceptual adaptation improvements and strategies for the corridor. Vulnerability data from the online webmap is used while completing the TPSIS during project nomination phase to inform the project development team of climate vulnerabilities to be addressed in the project during pre-PID project scoping and during PID development.Corridor Planning Process:Climate vulnerability & adaptation priority information used to develop conceptual adaptation improvements and strategiesPartner with externals (coastal commission, etc).Corridor Planning Process Guide - Climate Change Emphasis Area Guide is under developmentProject Nomination Process:Updated TPSIS: identifies projected climate vulnerabilities for consideration in pre-PID project scoping



CLIMATE CHANGE PLANNING PRODUCTS: PROJECT ANALYSIS

PILOT FACILITY LEVEL CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION ASSESSMENT

 Pilot facility level assessment: Climate change 
adaptation assessment for Culvert which conveys 
Little Indian Creek under California State Route 70 
in Plumas County. 

 Pilot results: Methodology was validated; 
however, implementation on a large scale was not 
practical due to cost, time and effort.

 Modified Approach: Integrate analysis into 
existing planning  and project delivery process.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facility Analysis:The analysis follows the Adaptation Decision-Making Assessment Process (ADAP)Framework for undertaking facility level climate change adaptation assessments that was developed for the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Facility Level Analysis intended to serve as a case study for Caltrans on how facility level climate adaptation assessments can be undertaken statewideThe analysis evaluated a basin projected to experience increased precipitation and runoff following a wildfire resulting in increased drainage demand for the culvert.A range of alternatives were evaluated including: increasing the size of the culvert, and construction of a bridge facility.Benefit/Cost analysis done for each alternative.Pilot Results:Need to assess analysis and determine which components can be incorporated into appropriate parts of existing planning and project delivery processes.For example, analysis done to assess runoff in the basin may be able to be done during corridor planning process. Alternative analysis may be able to be done during PID and/or environmental phases.



 Greenhouse Gas Emission and Mitigation Report
 Points to areas of activity for Caltrans to maximize its contribution to 

state GHG reduction efforts.

 Climate Change Communication Guide
 Articulates best practices to educate, inform, and strengthen 

collaboration internally, among external partners, and with the public

 Caltrans Adaptation Strategy Report
 Evaluates Caltrans procedures and processes and recommends how 

to incorporate long-term, agency-wide adaptation implementation 
strategies into Caltrans business operations.

CLIMATE CHANGE PLANNING PRODUCTS: ORGANIZATION ASSESSMENT

LEAD CLIMATE ACTION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GHG Emission and Mitigation Report:Identifies recent Caltrans actions and future opportunities to reduce GHG emissions. Caltrans Operational Recommendations:Increasing renewable energy generation by installing solar power projects in the highway right-of-way Purchasing fuels with lower carbon intensities for Caltrans fleet, such as renewable natural gas Providing additional programs and incentives to increase transit use, ridesharing, and bicycling for Caltrans employee commuting State Highway System Recommendations:Limit demand for travel by Single-Occupancy Vehicles (SOV).Support transportation system improvements that to provide alternatives to SOV travelCaltrans Adaptation Strategy Report:29 Recommendations address:Organizational ResponsibilityVision/Goals/Policy DirectionPlanningProject FundingPrioritizationEnvironmentEngineering and DesignSystem OperationsMaintenanceAsset ManagementProject Concepts



CLIMATE CHANGE PLANNING PRODUCTS: NEXT STEPS

2020-2024 CALTRANS STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PLAN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caltrans Climate Action Plan will compile and refine recommendations from organizational assessments and strategically identify priority of implementation actions.Working groups comprised of relevant HQ, district functional units, and external partners will be formed to implement recommended actions. 



CLIMATE CHANGE PLANNING PRODUCTS: NEXT STEPS

IMPLEMENTATION THROUGH INTEGRATION & ADVOCACY

 Develop guidance, tools and training for how climate 
adaptation should be addressed during each phase – potentially 
stressor specific

 Develop Statewide Adaptation Priority Report

 Identify adaptation need for long term funding sources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Division of Environmental Analysis is developing a Sea Level Rise Guidance document that articulates how sea level rise should be addressed throughout each phase of project planning and project delivery.The District Adaptation Priority Reports identify the top tier of priority facilities for adaptation, but we can’t identify the top statewide priorities.  The Statewide Adaptation Priority Report will address this gap.CalSTA’s Climate Adaptation Plan for Transportation Infrastructure lays out how state, regional and local agencies should use existing funding sources to address climate adaptation, however, a dedicated long-term source of funding for climate adaptation doesn’t currently exist.Identified vulnerabilities could be used to inform future efforts to establish a long-term funding source for climate adaptation projects.



CLIMATE CHANGE PLANNING PRODUCTS: CONCLUSION

QUESTIONS?
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